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models at 95% CL if CLs < 0.05. The result is shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 10: Distribution of lnQTOT for background-only (left) and signal+background (right)
toy experiment, corresponding to a CMSSM model with A0 = 0, positive sign of µ, tan b = 10,
m0 = 1000 GeV, and m1/2 = 305 GeV.

likelihood parameters are sampled from the covariance matrix derived fitting the fit region,489

interpreting the likelihood returned by the fit as a multi-normal pdf. The correlation among490

the parameters is taken into account in the procedure. Similarly, the signal error is taken into491

account applying a 17% Gaussian error to the normalization, while the shape is kept fixed.492

The value lnQ is computed for each generated toy experiment, fixing each parameter of the493

likelihood to the nominal value, not to double-count the effect of systematic uncertainties.494

The total result is obtained writing the likelihood as the product of the likelihood of each box.495

This implies that the combined value for lnQ is given by lnQTOT = SboxlnQbox. The CLs value496

is computed from the distribution of lnQTOT and a given model is considered exluded at 95%497

CL if CLs  0.05.498

For the model-dependent limits, the shape of the signal in the (MR, R), as well as the cross-499

section and MC selection efficiencies are completely specified. This allows the construction500

of a likelihood ratio based hypothesis test to be used. There are two well specified situations501

under consideration: either the background only hypothesis (H0) is enough to model the data,502

or we must include a signal component (H1) in order to correctly model the distribution seen503

in data. The Neyman–Pearson lemma is applicable in this case, giving maximum separation504

power between the signal-plus-background and background-only hypotheses.505

The method proceeds in a similar way, however, the hypothesis to be tested is that of signal
plus background. A new pdf is created that is the sum of the background-only pdf and a
histogram-based representation of the signal. The relative contribution is given by the number
of signal compared to the total number of events:

NSig = eBox
Sig ⇥ sSig ⇥ LBox. (25)

Each of these parameters is specified as part of the box or model definition allowing this com-
bined pdf to be used to generate toy datasets that include events drawn from both the signal

Figure 9: Distribution of lnQTOT for background-only (left) and signal+background (right)
pseudo-experiments, corresponding to a CMSSM model with A0 = 0, positive sign of µ,
tan β = 10, m0 = 1000 GeV, and m1/2 = 305 GeV. Here, the subscript TOT indicates that
all six final state boxes are used in constructing the test statistic. The value lnQdata

TOT = −8.55
observed on data delimits the CLs and 1− CLb tails, shown as hatched regions in the figure.

Table 1: Summary of the systematic uncertainties on the signal yield and shape.

yield systematics
L[34] 4.5%
cross section point-by-point
trigger efficiency R2-MR 2%
trigger efficiency lepton 3% (lepton, dilepton boxes)

shape systematics
2D signal shape 20% (bin-by-bin)
PDF point-by-point (up to 30%)
JES point-by-point (up to 1%)
lepton-id (tag-and-probe) 1% (per lepton)

11 Summary

We performed a search for squarks and gluinos using a data sample of ∼4.4 fb−1 integrated
luminosity from pp collisions at

√
s = 7 TeV, recorded by the CMS detector at the LHC. The

kinematic consistency of the selected events was tested against the hypothesis of heavy particle
pair production using the dimensionless razor variable R related to the missing transverse
energy Emiss

T , and MR, an event-by-event indicator of the heavy particle mass scale.


